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PACK2, A FORTRAN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC MOLECULAR 
PACKING PROGRAM 
Donald E. Williams 
ABSTRACT 
5 
This report describes a computer program which performs an 
analysis of molecular packing in crystals. All space group symmetries 
are allowed. The packing energy of a molecular crystal structure, 
known or proposed, may be evaluated using appropriate nonbonded 
interatomic potential functions. 
For unknown crystal structures, the program may be used to 
assist the solution of the diffraction phase problem. In this application 
the program minimizes the packing energy for a molecule of assumed 
dimensions by a steepest descent method. The adjustable parameters 
are the molecular translations and rotations, specified internal mo-
lecular rotations (subrotations), and the lattice constants. 
The program may also be used to study nonbonded interatomic 
potential functions. These functions can be evaluated by a comparison 
of the calculated parameters found by the program with the observed 
parameters for known crystal structures. 
INTRODUCTION 
The availability of fast digital computers has made possible a more 
detailed analysis of the packing structure of molecular crystals. Much 
useful information may be derived from such an analysis. The pa-
rameters for nonbonded interatomic potential functions may be checked 
and improved by analysis of known crystal structures. Thermodynamic 
quantities for molecular crystals may also be calculated. Examples of 
such thermodynamic quantities are the heat of sublimation and the 
energy barrier to molecular rotation in the crystal. Furthermore, the 
6 
packing energies and lattice constants for hypothetical structures of 
different symmetry may be calculated and compared with the known 
structure. 
A second important type of application of packing analysis is to 
assist in the solution of the diffraction phase problem for unknown 
crystal structures. If the molecule is of known dimensions, or a 
reasonable molecular model can be postulated, a possible position of 
the molecule in the unit cell of known size and symmetry can be found. 
If the molecule is completely rigid, and is in a general crystallographic 
position, three rotational and three translational coordinates specify 
its position. Intramolecular flexibility can be introduced by allowing 
internal rotation (subrotation) around selected bonds within the molecule. 
Thus the rotational orientation of a phenyl substituent on a molecule, 
for example, can be treated as a parameter. The crystal structure 
found by packing analysis can be quickly checked for rough agreement 
with diffraction data. The correct packing model can then be refined 
by means of rigid body structure factor least squares or by the Fourier 
electron density method. 
MATHEMATICAL METHOD 
The packing energy of the crystal, E, is defined in the program as 
the sum of all potential energies of nonbonded atomic interactions. 
Pairwise additivity of the interatomic potentials is assumed, and zero 
point energy and rotational energy are neglected. Thus, if the potential 
energy of interaction between atom j_ in a given molecule and atom kin 
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some surrounding molecule is Ejk' then 
where the sum is taken over all of the neighbors of a given molecule. 
The nonbonded interatomic potential functions are defined in the 
subroutine EJKL. In this subroutine, four parameters may be used 
for each type of interatomic potential. This subroutine may be readily 
altered by the user; the original program uses the Buckingham formula 
-6 I Ejk = -Adjk + B exp( -djk o) 
For convenience this formula is ·rewritten as 
where EJk is the potential energy at the minimum, and dJk is the inter-
atomic distance at the minimum potential. The relations between EJk 
and dJk and the coefficients of the original equation are 
d o 7 = jk 
INTERATOMIC DISTANCES 
We now wish to express the nonbonded distances djk as a function 
of the crystal packing structure, with reference to rotation and trans-
lation of the molecule in the unit cell, subrotations around bonds within 
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the molecule, and the lattice constants. 
The reference molecule (unit cell fractional coordinates x.) is 
J 
surrounded by symmetry related molecules with coordinates xkn' 
where the first subscript refers to the kth atom in the molecule and 
the second subscript refers to the translation and symmetry operation 
necessary to obtain the nth symmetry related molecule. Thus we have 
the equation 
where xk , t , and xk are column 3 -vectors, and s is a 3 x 3 matrix. 
n n n 
If we define the 3 x 3 matrix D which transforms unit cell space into a 
cartesian reference system, we have in the cartesian system 
where Xk = Dxk, Tn = 
atomic distance is 
Dt , and S 
n n 
-1 
= Ds D . 
n 
d.k = I x. - xk I J n J n 
The nonbonded inter-
for the atomic positions of the trial model being considered. 
0 The effect of a small rotation, centered at Xe, on the reference 
molecule is given by the equation 
1 
-e3 
X! 0 0 e3 1 = R 8 (Xj - X 8) + xe, Re = J 
-e 2 e1 1 
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The effect of the rotation on a symmetry related atom is given by 
The RB matrix is orthonormalized by the program before it is actually 
used to obtain the new molecular position. The effect of a small trans-
lation U is 
X! = X . + U, 
J J 
X' - T + S (Xk+ U) . kn - n n 
The effect of a small subrotation RI/J around a bond in the molecule is 
given by 
where the transformation is applied only to atoms in the rotating group. 
The center 
. 0 
of subrotation, XI/J, may be taken as one of the bond atom 
positions. The matrix RI/J may be formed by finding the matrix C which 
transforms cartesian space such that the first axis is parallel to the 
bond direction. We then have 
l 0 0 
p = 0 cosi/J -sini/J 
0 sini/J cosi/J 
The effect of the subrotation on symmetry related molecules may be 
found analogously to the a rotations. 
The effect of a small change in the lattice constants 1s to change 
the D matrix to D': 
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STEEPEST DESCENT PROCEDURE 
The derivative of E with respect to the parameter p is evaluated 
m 
numerically in the program by incrementing p and recalculating E. 
m . 
Thus 
oE E 1 - E 
= ap E 
m m 
where E 1 is the new value of E found after incrementing the parameter 
p by the amount f • 
m m 
The direction of most rapid change in E is along the gradient 
vector. To minimize Ewe move along the gradient by an amount A to 





By applying the shifts Ap we arrive at a new value of E : 
m 
E• = E + !:: Ap ~ = E -A!:: ~oE )2 . 
m mop m op 
m m 
Thus the value of A may be found by estimation of the excess packing 
energy, AE = E - E 1, of the current model: 




The program uses a binary chopping technique to reduce the 
estimated value of ~E as the problem converges. A parameter over-
shoot condition is detected by the program if the current parameter 
shifts cause the calculated packing energy to increase. When this 
occurs, ~E is halved and the problem recycled using half shifts. This 
process can be repeated several times if necessary. 
CLOSE NONBONDED APPROACH TABLE 
Since the number of atom pair combinations in a typical unit cell 
of an organic crystal is quite large, ways must be found to reduce the 
number of symmetry interactions to be considered. It does not matter 
that most of these distances can quickly be rejected as too long to be of 
interest once calculated; we do not wish to calculate the uninteresting 
distances in the first place. 
The number of symmetry-cell translation combinations to be 
considered can quickly be reduced in the following way. We wish to 
sum all distances up to dJk + ~d. If d0 is the maximum d?k in the 
max J 
potential parameter list, a radius r = (d0 + ~d)/2 about the atoms of 
max 
the reference molecule needs to be considered. A box with edges 
parallel to the cartesian axes enclosing the reference molecule with a 
minimum clearance of r at each face can be constructed. This box may 
now be symmetry and cell translation transformed. Only those symme-
try-cell translation combinations which yield overlapping boxes need to 
be considered. 
A large search still remains, that of sorting through the remaining 
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symmetry combinations. This can be done on a high speed computer, 
but preferably not for each steepest descent cycle, because of the time 
required. We anticipate that the shifts Ap will be small, so that a 
m 
table may be stored in the memory of the computer which gives the 
atom pairs that are sufficiently close to be considered. This table 
may be used for several rapid cycles of refinement, until the molecule 
shifts by a sufficient amount so as to require calculation of a new table. 
In the original program this table has a maximum of 1800 entries. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM DETAILS 
Method of Reference to Potential Functions 
Each atom J in the molecule is assigned a reference number 
IPOTR(J). A reference table IPRET(M, N), where M = IPOTR(J) and 
N = IPOTR(K), contains an integer IP referencing a set of potential 
parameters contained in the parameter list. 
In summing the interatomic potentials Ejk' the program does not 
apply the factor t to the sum, E. Thus each interatomic potential must 
be multiplied by t to put E on an absolute scale. If the interatomic 
potentials are on an absolute scale, the program calculates and mini-
mizes 2E. 
Specification of Symmetry Operations 
The program is so arranged that the first symmetry operation must 
specify the basic molecule, i. e., coordinates x, y, z with no translation. 
This restriction simplifies the handling of subrotations in making up 
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the close nonbonded approach table. 
Specification of Subrotations 
Each atom J in the molecule is assigned a reference number 
IPSI(J). Intramolecular subrotation interactions are evaluated only 
for different nonzero values of IPSI(J). In other words, interactions 
between atoms having the same value of IPSI(J) or if one or both of the 
atoms has IPSI(J) equal to zero are not considered. Thus the atoms 
defining the bond about which subrotation occurs will normally be 
assigned zero IPSI(J) values. A dummy nonzero IPSI(J) value may be 
assigned to appropriate nonsubrotating group atoms. An example of 
IPSI(J) assignments is shown in Fig. 1. 
Dependent Parameters 
User's subroutine PATCH(PARW) is called to set any dependent 
parameters. This subroutine is called when the parameters are incre-
mented in the derivative section, and again when the steepest descent 
shifts are obtained. The unselected parameters in the list PARW 
should be set according to the dependent relationship desired. For 
example, suppose it is desired that subrotation 2 be equal and opposite 
in sign to subrotation 1. Then the ·appropriate Fortran statement in 
subroutine PATCH is PARW(l4) = -PARW(l3). The sequence of the 
parameters in the list PAR W is explained in, the program Fortran 
listing. 
Fig. l. An example of IPSI(J) assignments for 1, 3-diphenylbenzene. Subrotations 
l and 2 may be varied. Dummy subrotation 3 is not varied and serves to 
include the appropriate intramolecular energy terms in the calculation. 
15 
Output Routine 
The program normally outputs a list of all input information, 
information about the makeup of the close nonbonded approach table, 
and the parameter shifts and packing energy for each steepest descent 
cycle. The user may alter subroutine OUTPT to output any additional 
printed information and punched cards desired. This subroutine is 
called after the NC cycles have been completed. The original routine 
shown in the Fortran listing outputs the STWE table, a list of distances 
which are shorter than the distance at the potential minimum by a 
specified amount, parameter cards for recycling the program, and 
input cards for a structure factor least squares program. All infor-




























































SYMBOLIC PROGRAM LISTING 
START ACCNTACClS @C.kiLLIA~Si 
CCMPIL~ RLN FORTR~N LIST 
PACK2 CRYSTALLOGRAP~IC PACKING PROGRA~ D.~ILLIA~S AUG.1Se4 
INPLT TC PROGRAM 





NINP I~PLT TAPE ~0. 
NOUT OLTPUT TAPE NC. 
KEY +1 TO TER~I~ATE PROGR~~, CR BLANK 




3. CCNTRCL CARC 
COL. 1- 5 
FCRMAT IBI5,F10.41 








NA NUMBER OF ATOMS IN ASY~METRIC UNIT 
NTHE NUMBER OF RIGID BGDIES 
NPSI NUMBER OF SLBRCTATIONS !ZERO CKI 
NPOT NO. SETS CF PCTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
NPRET WORKING OI~ENSICN OF IPRET TAfLE 
INCEL +1 IF CELL TO CARTESIAN TRANSFCRM-
ATION IS NEEDED, OR BLANK 
COL.36-40 NC NUMBER OF REFINEMENT CYCLES DESIR~D 
CDL.41-50 DELlE ESTIMATE CF EIMGDELI-EIFI~ALI 
INITIAL RCTATICN MATRIX FCR~ATC9FB.21 
COL. 1- B RMI~PI1,1t11 RIGIC BOGY 1 
COL. 9-16 RMINPI1,2,11 
COL.6'5-72 RMINPI3,3,11 
5. ROTATICNAL CENTER AND INITIAL TRANSLATIC~ CARD FORMATI6F10.21 
COL. 1-10 XZT~EI1,11 RIGID BODY 1 
COL.51-60 XTRANI3,11 
6. INITIAL ROTATICN MATRIX FCR~ATI9F8.21 FOR RIGID BODY 2 
READ O~LY IF ~ThE=2 
7. ROTATICNAL CENTER AND INITIAL TRANSLATIC~ CARD FORM~TI6F1C.21 
FOR RIGIC BCDY 2, READ IF NThE=2 
e. LATTICE CO~STA~T CARC FORMATI6Fl0.41 
COL. 1-10 A ANGSTROMS 
COL.51-60 GAMMA DEGREES 
9. POTENTIAL PARA~ETER CARDS FORMATI4F10.5,32XI NO.=NPOT 
COL. 1-10 ECJK/2.0 KILOCALORIES/MOLE 
COL.11-20 DOJK ANGSTRCMS 
COL.2l-30 RHOJK ANGSTRCMSI-11 
COL 31-40 MJK EXPCNENT 
lC. SY~METRY CARCS FORMAT13F10.8,9F4.0,6XI NO.=NS 
11. 
FIRST SYMMETRY CARD SPECIFIES THE eASIC MOLECULE- I.E., 
XYZ ~IT~ NC TRANSLATION 
COL. 1-10 STil,JI TRANSLATION SY~METRY IN X 
COL.3l-34 
COL.l5-3A 
SSI1,1,JI SYMMETRY ~ATRIX ELEME~T 
SSI1,2,JI 
COL.63-66 SSI3,3,JI 
ATC~IC PARA~ETER (ARCS 






EITHER CELL CR CARTESIAN OEPENCING 
CN INCEL 1/ALLE 
RIGID BOCY GRCUP NU~HER 






































































IPOTRIJI REFERE~CE TC JPRET TABLE 
JNFOR~ATJCN CARDS FOR~ATI?I101 NC.=NPSI 
IPSVFCI1,JI FIRST CEFJI\ING ATCM 
IPSVECI2,JI SECONC DEFINING ATOM 
COL.51-6C 
SU BRCTATIC:I\ 
COL. 1-l C 
COL.ll-20 
POTENTIAL 
COL. 1- 2 
COL. 3- 4 
PARA~ETER REFEREI\CF TABLE FGR~ATI36121 
IPRETI1rll 
IPRETI1,21 
COL. VARIES IPRETINPRET,NPRETI 
CELL TRANSLATICN CARC FOR~ATI615,2F10.2l 
COL. 1- 5 ITCELI11 MAXIMU~ NEGATIVE A TRANSLATIOI\ 




ITCELI61 MAXIMUM POSITIVE C TRANSLATICI\ 
RMAX MAXIMUM CCJK I~ POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 




CONTROL CARDS FORMATI7211l 
COL.72 
COL. 1 













KEY +1 FOR STCPPER 
PARAMETERS ARE ORDERED AS FOLLCkS 
PAR I I l 
1- 3 THETA ROTATIONS 1 
4- 6 TRANSLATIONS 1 
7- q THETA ROTATIONS 2 
10-12 TRANSLATIONS 2 
13-24 PSI ROTATIONS 
25-30 LATTICE CONSTANTS 
31-34 POTEI\TIAL PARAMETERS 1 
35-38 POTEt\TIAL PARAMETERS 2 
67-7C POTEHIAL PARAMETERS 10 
71-74 POTEt\T IAL PARAI'!ETERS 11 
87-90 POTHTIAL PARAMETERS 15 
GLCSSARY CF SY~BGLS 
A111,Jl-A31I,Jl MATRIX WORK CELLS 
APSI SUBRCTATION ANGLE 
C1-C3 CONSTANT WCRK CELLS 
CELTE ESTI~ATE OF EI~CCEll-EIFI~ALI 
CERIII CERIVATIVES kiTH RESPECT TC THE ITH PARA~ETER 
CINVII,JI T~ANSFOR~S CARTESIAN TO CELL CCOROINATES 
CIST A CISTANCE 
C~ATI I,JI TRANSFOR~S CELL TO CARTESIAN CCORDINATES 
C~AX TO AE ADCEC TC DCJK TC CETER~It\E SU~~ATICN LIMIT 










































































I PC TR I I l 
IPRETII,JI 
IPS I I I I 
IPSVECII,Jl 
IS 
I SELl II 
I SW IT 
IHBW 
ITCELI I l 
ITHI I I 

























PAR II l 
PARW II l 
PI NC I I l 
PSINCII,JI 
RMAX 












XTRIIN I I I 




INCEX FOR ATOM 1 
INCIX FOR RB 1 
INDEX FOR ATOM 2 
CYCLE NUMBER 
CELL TO CARTESIAN TRANSFCRMATICN INDICATCR 
REFERENCE TO IPRET TABLE FCR ITH ATO~ 
POTENTIAL PARAMETER NO. FCR TYPE IJ INTERACTION 
SUBROTATION GROUP NUI'IBER FCR ITH ATO~-IF NCNE, Z~RO 
TWC ATOM NUMBERS DEFINING THE JTH SUBROTATICN 
SYpiMETRY INDEX 
PARAP'ETER SELECTION INFORP'ATICN 
SWITCH CONSTANT FOR GNSYP' JTWE ROUTINE 
INDEX FOR JKTAB 
P'IN. AND MAX. CELL TRANSLATIONS TO BE CONSIDERED 
RIGID BODY GROUP NUMBER FCR IT~ ATOI'I 
wORKING CEll TRANSLATION 
INDEX 
INDEX 
IAt IBt l TS, ANO LSS FOR THE JTH ATQpot PAIR 
VALUE OF LSS CORRESPONDING TO STWEII,LTSI 
INDEX 
EXIT CODE 
SWITCH CONSTANT FOR SHIFT AND CELTE ROUTINE 
INDEX 
SYMI'IETRY I'IATRIX NUpotBER 
TRANSLATIONAL SYI'IMETRY NUP'BER 
NUMBER OF TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRIES CGNSIDEREC 
INDEX 
INDEX 
NUI'IBER Of ATOMS IN RIGID eGDY 
NU,.BER OF CYCLES 
ERROR INDICATOR 
INPUT TAPE NUMBER 
CUTPUT TAPE NUpiBER 
P'AXIP'UM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS 
NUMBER OF SETS OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
WORKING DIMENSION Of IPRET TABLE 
fliUpotBER OF SUBROTATIONS 
NUI'IBER OF SYMMETRY CARDS 
NU,.BER Of RIGID BODY GROUPS 
REFERENCE PARAMETER LIST 
wORKING PARAMETER LIST 
PARApotETER INCREI'IENTS 
SUBROTATION INCREMENT MATRIX 
LARGEST OOJK IN POTENTIAL PARAMETER LIST 
CRTHCNOR .. ALIZED ROTATION INCREP'ENT MATRIX FOR RB I< 
INITIAL ROTATION MATRIX FCR RIGID BOCY I< 
SUBRCTATION MATRIX K 
SHIFT FACTOR 
SY .. METRY TRANSFORMATION P'ATRIX FOR KTH OPERATION 
TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY VECTOR FOR JTH OPERATION 
TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY INCLUDING CEll TRANSLATIONS 
TITLE 
VECTCR WORK CEllS 
COORCINATES Of JTH ATCM 
P'AXIP'UM PARAMETERS CCNSICEREC BY GNSYM 







XV (I l 
XZPSIII,Jl 
XZTHEII,KI 
YV ( I l 
LNIT X VECTOR LSED IN RIPS! 
CE~TER OF JTH SUBRCTATIO~ 
CE~TER OF ROTATICN OF RIGIC BCCY K 
LNIT Y VECTOR USED IN RIPS! 
CI~ENSICN TITLEI15l, PARI90), RMINP13,3,2l, XZTH~(3,2l, STI3,24l, 
l SSI3,3,241, XCI3,100l, IPSIIlOCI, IPCTRilCOl, IPSVEC12,12), 
2 PARWI90l, IPRETIB,Bl, ITCELI6l, DMATI3,3l, OINVI3,3), Vll3l, 
19 
3 V213l, V3(3), V413), V513), Ali3,31,A2(3,3l,A3(3,3l, XTRA~(3,2l, 
c 
4 XMIN13l, X~AXI3l, 1Tkl3l, STkEI3,200l, JlwEI200l, ISELI90l, 
5 XZPSII3,12l, XVI3l, YVI3l, PSINCI3,3l, RTPSII3,3,121, IT~EilOOl, 
6 JKTABI4,1800l, OSTEI2,1800), DERI90l, PINCI90), RMINCI3,3,2l 
COMMON NINP, NCUT, TITLE, PAR, RMINP, XZTHE, NS, ~A, NPSI, INCEL, 
1 NPOT, NPRET, OELTE, ST, SS, XC, IPSI, IPOTR, IPSVEC, PARk,IPRET, 
2 ITCEL, R~AX, O~AX, DMAT, OINV, VI, V2, V3, V4, V5, A1, A2, A3, 
3 XTRAN, XMIN, X~AX, I, J, K, L, M, N, IS, IX, JA, IB, LTS, 
4 ITw, ISWIT, STwE, JTWE, LTSM, ITABW, LSS, C1, C2, C3, OIST, 
5 EZERO, ISEL, NC, XZPSI, XV, YV, PSINC, RTPSI, IT~E, JKTAe, DSTE, 







697 READ 7, NINP, NOUT, KEY 
7 FORMATI7(8X,I211 
IF IKEYI f98,~98,699 
698 CALL INPUT 
CALl ORMATIPARI25),0MATI 
CAll GINV310MAT,OINV,NGI 
C TRANSFORM INPUT TO CARTESIAN COORDINATES IF REQUIRED 
I F I INC EL l 1, 1 , 2 
2 CO 3 I=1, NA 
CALL MVIOMAT,XCI1,II,Vll 
co 3 J=lt 3 
3 XC I J, I )sV 11 J) 
l CONTINUE 
C INITIAl ROTATICN AND TRANSLATION 





·4 CALL VAIVl,XTRANil,IARBI,XCil,III 
CO 6 IARB=l, NTHE 
CAL~ VAIXZTHEI1 9 1ARBI,XTRAN(l,IARBI,Vll 
co 6 I=l' 3 
6 XZTHEII,IARBI=Vllll 
C SELECT INTERATCMIC VECTORS FOR CCNSIOER.TICN 
CAll GII.SY~ 
C SET ~p INCREMENTS 
C ROTATICN IN THETA 




co 52 1=4, 6 
PI~CI 1+6I=C.OO~ 
52 PINCIII=O.CO~ 
C ROTATICN I~ PSI 
20 
co 53 I=13, 24 
53 PI~CIIl=O.CO?. 
C LATTICE CC~STA~TS 
co 54 I=25, 27 
54 PII'.CIII=O.Cl 
co 55 I=28, 30 
55 PINCIII=O.C08 




P II'•C I I+ 1 I=C.005 
C RHCJK 
P II'\C I I+2 1=0.004 
c fiiJI< 
56 PIII;C( 1+31=0.05 
C PREPARE TC BEGIN NC REFINE~ENT CYCLES WITH CURRENT JKTAB AND DSTE 
C SET UP INITIAL PARAMETER LIST WITH ZERCS 
co 11 1=1, 24 
11 PARIII=O.O 
IC=O 
If INCI 401, 401, 999 
999 I C= IC + 1 
C INITIALIZE SUBROTATION M~TRICES 
APSI=0.002 
IF INPSII 43,43,44 
44 DO 45 J=1, NPSI 
45 CALL RIPSIIJ,APSII 
43 COI'\TINUE 
C CALCULATE SUMS OF CERIVATIVES 
CO 121 J=1, NPfiiAX 
121 DERIJI=O.O 
DO 222 J=1, NP~AX 
IFI ISELIJII 222,222,123 




IF IJ-41 131,125,125 
125 IF IJ-71 132,226,226 
226 IF IJ-101 131,227,227 
227 IF IJ-131 132,126 1 126 
126 IF IJ-251 133,127,127 
127 IF IJ-311 134,135,135 
C ROTATICN PARAMETER 
131 CALL OJKL111TABW,JKTAB,XC,PARW,SS,STWE 1 XZTHE,ITHE 1 1PRET,IPCTR,EI 
GO TO 122 
C TRANSLATICII; PARAfiiETER 
132 CALL DJKL211TA~W,JKTAB,XC,PARW,SS,STwE,ITHE,IPRET,IPOTR,EI 
GO TC 122 
C SUBRCTATICII; PARAfiiElER 
133 CALL DJKL311TABW,JI<TAB,XC,PARw,SS,STWE,IPSI,RTPSI,XZPSI,IPRET, 
1 IPCTR,J,EI 
GO TC 122 
C LATTICE PARAMETER 
134 CALL DJKL41ITABW,JKTAB,XC,PARw,SS,STWE,CINV,IPRET,IPGTR,EI 
GO TC 122 
C POTENTIAL PARAfiiETER 
135 E=C.O 





C CALCLLATE GRAOIE"'T SQUARED 
GRAC2=C.O 
CO 161 1=1, NP~AX 




CO 165 1=1, NPM~X 
IF IISELIIII 1~3,1t3,164 
164 PARWIII=PAR(Il-SHifT•DERIII 
GO TO 165 
163 PARW(JI=PARIIl 
165 CONTINUE 
CALL P~TCH(P~R .. l 
C ADJUST XC ~RRA~ FOR NEXT CYCLE 
ICSTOP=1 
C OBTAIN ORTHONORMALIZEO ROTATION ~ATRICES 
399 00 301 IAR8=1, NTHE 
K• IARB•6-5 
CALL ROTORIPAR .. IK),R~INCI1,1,IARBll 
CALl ~~~R~INCiloloiAR8l,RMihP(1,1oiARBI,A21 
00 301 1=1, 3 
00 301 J=lo 3 
301 RMINP(I 0 J,IARBI=~2(J,Jl 
DO 302 I=1, NA 
IARB= IT HE (I l 
CALL MV(RMINCilo1oiARBloXCiloltoVll 
co 302 J=1, 3 
K=6•1ARB-3+J 
302 XCIJ,It=V11Jt+PARW(Kl 
CO 379 IARB=l, NT~E 
co 379 J=l, 3 
K=6•1 ARB-3+J 
379 XZTHEIJ 1 1ARBI=XZTHEIJ,IARBI+PARWIKI 
C ADJUST FOR SUBROTATIONS 
IF INPSil 303 1 303,304 
304 CO 305 J=lt NPSI 
CALL RIPSIIJ,P~RWIJ+l211 
CO 305 1=1, NA 
IF IJ-IPSIIIll 305,306,305 




C ADJUST FCR LATTICE CONSTANTS 
303 CALL ORMATIPAR .. I25l,OMATt 
CALL MM(CMAT,DINV,A2l 
CO 311 1=1, NA 
CALL MVIA2,XCil,Il,Vll 
DO 311 J=1, 3 
311 XCIJ,JI=V11Jl 
C ADJUST STWE AND SS FOR NEW LATTICE CONST~NTS 
CO 501 1=1, LTS~ 
CALL MVIA2,STWEI1,II,Vll 
CO '5Cl J=l, 3 
501 ST~EIJ,II = VIIJI 
CALL GINV31A7,A1,NCI 
CO 502 1=1, NS 
CALL ~~IAl,SS! 1,1,II,A3l 




C SET UP NE~ OSTE TAELE AND CALCULATE NE~ EZERC ICll 
C1=0.0 
CO 312 1=1, !TAB~ 
IA=JKTABil,ll 
IB=JKTABI2,Il 





CALL EJKLII,OSTEI2,Jl,PARW,JKTAB,IPRET,JPOTR,DSTEiltll I 
C1=C1+DSTEI1tll 
312 CO~TINUE 
C CHECK NEW VALUE GF EZERO 
IF IEZERO-C1l 313,313,314 
313 co 315 1=1, 24 
IF IISELIIII 315,315,316 
316 PARWIII=SHIFT•DERI11•12.0 .. 1-KSTCPI) 
315 CONTINUE 
CO 371 1~25, NPMAX 




CEL TE•OEL TE•O.S 
KSTOPaKSTOP+1 
IF IKSTOP-41 399, 314, 314 
C END OF CYCLE 
c 
314 EZERC=C1 
322 FORMATilHO BH CYCLE 12, BH EZERO•F1C.2, BH OELTE•F10.4, 
1 8H GRA02=F1C.2/1H020H PARAMETER S~IFTI 
323 FORMATI1HOI6,F14.51 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT, 322, JC, EZERO, DELlE, GRAC2 
CO 324 1=1, NPMAX 
IF IISELIIII 324,324,325 
325 C2=-SHIFT•CERIII•I2.0••11-KSTOPII 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT, 323, I, C2 
324 CONTINUE 
CO 321 1=25, NP~AX 
321 PARIII=PARWIII 
IF IIC-NCI 999,401,4C1 
401 CALL OUTPT 
GO TO 697 
699 STCP 87 
ENC 
END ACCNTA0015 iC.WILLIA~Si 
START ACCNTAOC15 iO.WILLIAMSi 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE GNS~M 
SUBROUTINE GNS~M 
CI~ENSION TITLEI151, PARI901, RMINPI3,3,21, XZTHEI3t21t STI3,24l, 
1 SSI3,3,241, XCI3,1COI, IPSII1CCI, IPCTRI1CCI, IPSVECI2,121, 
2 PARWI901, IPRETIB,BI, JTCELI61, DMATI3 1 31, OINV(3,31, V1131, 
3 V2131, V3131, V4131, V5131, Ali3,31 1 A213 1 3l,A313,31, XTRANI3,2), 
4 XMINI31, X~AXI31, ITWI3), ST~EI3,2001, JTWEI200), ISELI90), 
5 XZPSII3,12l, XVI31, YVI3J, PSI~C(3,31, RTPSII3,3,121, IT~EI100l, 
6 JKTA814,1BOOI, OSTEI2,l8COJ, DERI901, PI~CI90I, R~INCI3,3,21 
CO~MON NINP, NCUT, TITLE, PAR, RMINP, XZTHE, NS, 1\A, NPSI, INCEL, 




2 ITCEL, R~AX, O~AX, O~AT, CINv, Vl, V2, V3, V4, V5, A1, A2, A3, 
3 XTRAN, X~IN, X~AX, I, J, K, l, ~. N, IS, IX, lA, IB, lTS, 
4 ITI., IS;oJT, STI.E, JTwE, LTSM, ITABit, lSS, Cl, C2, C3, OIST, 
5 ElERC, ISEL, NC, XlPSI, XV, YV, PSINC, RTPSI, IT~E, JKTAB, OSTE, 
t CER, PINC, GRAC2, SHIFT, KSTOP, NG, NTHE, E, RMI~C, NP~AX 
CI~ENSION TCElll31, TSY~I31 
C CRTHCGCNAlilF SY~METRY MATRICES 
r:o 101 1=1, NS 
CAll MVIO~AT,STI1,1l,Vll 
DO 123 J=l, 3 
123 STIJ,II=V11Jl 
CAll ~MISSI1,1,II,VINV,All 
101 CAll ~~~D~AT,A1,SSil,l,III 
C FIND MAX AND MIN XC VALUES 
Cl=0.5•1RMAX+O~AXI 
CO 20 IX=1, 3 
XMINIIXl=lOOOOC.C 
XMAXIIXI=-lOOOCO.O 
00 1 lA= 1 0 NA 
IF IXCIIX,IAl-XMINCIXll 4,5,5 
4 XMINIIXI=XCIIX,IAI 






C SELECT APPLICABLE CELL TRANSLATICNS 
C FIRST SYMMETRY CARD IS X Y Z , I.E., ASYMMETRIC U~IT 
C INTRAMCLECULAR DISTANCES ANC INTER RIGit !COY DISTANCES 
JT .. EI 11=1 
co 79 J=l, 3 
79 ST .. EIJ,li=STIJ,ll 
LTS=1 
DO 41 1=1. 3 
41 IT~IIl=ITCELIII 
61 co 75 1=1. 3 
75 V21II=FLOATFCITWIIII 
CALL MVIOMAT,V2,TCELLI 
CO 62 IS=1, NS 
C REJECT INTRAMOLECULAR DISTANCES IN THIS SECTION 
IF IIS+XABSFIITWI1ll+XA8SFIITWI2ll+XABSFIIT~13ll-ll 62,62,~3 





DO 'H IX=1, 3 
IF IXMAXIIXI-V111Xll 53, 52, 52 
52 IF IV111Xl-XMI~IIXll 53, 51, 51 
53 IF IXMAXIIXI-V211Xll 62, 54, 54 
54 IF IV 2 I I X l- X M I~ I I X l l 6 2, 51 , 51 
51 CO~TINLE 
C INCLUDE TRANSLATIO~-SY~METRY CCMBINATIC~ IN JT .. E TABLE 
lTS=lTS+l 




co 60 1=1, 3 
IF IITWIII-ITCElll+3ll 59,6C,6C 
59 ITwl II=ITI.III+l 
23 
24 
GO TC 61 
60 ITidii=ITCELIII 
lTSio'=LTS 
C SELECT INCIVIOLAL INTERATC"'IC VECTORS FCR J~TABIJATCio',KATCio', 
C LTS,LSS,ITAR~I CIMENSIONI4,15001 CR SO 
C SET UP CSTE TABLE AND CALCULATE ~ZERO 
EZERO=C.O 
I TAB~=O 
CO 71 LTS=1, LTSM 
LSS=JTiiF.ILTSI 
CO 71 11:'=1, NA 
CALL MVISSI1,1 9 LSSI,XCI1,1BI,V11 
CALL VAIST~EI1,LTSI,Vl,V21 
K=IPOTRIIBI 
CO 71 IA=1, NA 
C CHECK ITHE ANO IPSI EQUALITY W~E~ LTS=1 
IF ILTS-1) 91, 92, 91 
92 IF IITt-<EIIAJ-ITHECIBJI 91, 93, 91 
93 IF I IPS II UJ-IPSIIII!II 94, 71, 94 
94 IF I IPS IliA)) 71, . 71, 95 
95 IF IIPSIIII!II 71, 71, 91 





IF IDIST-O"'AX-C11 80,80,71 
80 ITAB~=ITAB~+1 





CALL EJKLIITAB~,CIST,PAR, JKTAB,IPRET,IPOTR,CSTEI1,1TABWII 
EZERO=EZERC+OSTEiltiTABWI 
71 CONTINUE 
C CUTPUT GENSYM INFORMATION 
c 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT, 85, NS, LTS~, ITABW, EZERO, 
1 IX"'INIII, XMAXIII, 1=1, 31 
85 FOR~AT 11~0 5H NS=I2,7H LTSM=I2, BH ITABW=I4, 
1 8H EZERC=F8.4, 
2 /1HO BH XMIN1=F7.2, BH XMAX1=F7.2, 
3 8H Xlo'IN2=F7.2, BH XMAX2=F7.2, 
4 BH X"'IN3=F7.2, 8H XMA~3=F7.21 
RETURN 
ENC 
E~O ACCNTAOC15 @0.hiLLIAio'S4 
START ACCNTA0015 @O.WILLIA"'S4 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE INPLT 
SUBROUTINE INPLT 
Cllo'ENSICN TITLEI151, PAR1901, RMINPI3,3,21, XZTHEI3t21, STI3,24), 
1 SSI3,3,241, XCI3,1COI, IPSII1CCI, IPCTRilCCI, IPSVECI2,121, 
2 PARWI90), IPRETI8,81, ITCELI61, OMATI3,31, OINV(3,31, V1131, 
3 V2131, V3131, V413l, V5(31, Ali3,3J,A213,3I,A313,31, XTRANI3,21, 
4 X"'IN131, XMAXI31, ITWI31, ST~EI3,2001, JT~EI200), ISELI901, 
5 XZPSII3,121, XVI31, YVI31, PSINCI3,31, RTPSII3,3,121, IT~EilOOI, 
6 JKTABI4,18001, OSTEI2,18COI, OERI901, PINCI901, Rlo'INCI3,3,21 
COI-'MCN NINP, NCUT, TITLE, PAR, RMI~P, XlT~E, ~S, ~A, ~PSI, INCEL, 




2 ITCEL, R~AX, D~AX, D~AT, CINV, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, A1, A2, A3, 
3 XTRA~, X~IN, X~AX, I, J, K, L, M, N, IS, IX, !A, IB, LTS, 
4 IT~, ISw!T, STwE, JTwE, LTSM, !TAB~, LSS, C1, C2, C3, CIST, 
5 EZERC, JSEL, NC, XZPSI, XV, YV, PSINC, RTPSI, ITI"E, JKTAe, DSTE, 
6 CER, PINC, GRAC2, SHIFT, KSTOP, NG, ~TI"E, E, RMI~C, NP~AX 
2 FC~MAT114A5,A21 
READ II'.PUT TAPE f\If\P, 2, ITITLEIII,I=l.l51 
3 FORMATI1H014A5,A21 
wRITE OUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 3, ITITLEIII,I=l,l51 
41 FORMATIRI5,F10.41 
READ INPUT TAPE NI~P, 41, NS, NA, NTHE, NPSI, NPOT, NPRET, INCEL, 
1 NC, CELTE 
10 FORMATilHO 5H ~S=I2,5H NA=I2,7H NTI"E=I2, 7H NPSI=I2, 
1 7H NPOT=I2, 81" NPRET=I2, 8H INCEL=I2, 5H NC=J2, 
2 8H DELTE=FlC.5l 
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE hOUT, 10, NS, NA, NTHE, NPSI, NPCT, NPRET, 
1 INCEL, NC, DEllE 
6 FORMATI9F8.21 
8 FORMATI6F10.2l 
DO 51 K=l, NTHE 
READ INPUT TAPE NINP, 6• IIRMINPII,J,KI,J=l,3l,I=1 9 31 
READ INPUT TAPE NI~P, 8, IXZTHEIJ,Kl,I=l,3l, IXTRANIJ,KI,I=l,31 
1 FORMATI1HO 7H RMINPI1, 9F10.6l 
9 FORMATI1HO 7H XZTHEI1, 3FlC.2,7H XTRANJ1, 3F10.21 
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT, 7, K, IIRMINP(J,J,KJ,J=l,3J,I=l,31 
51 wRITE OUTPlT TAPE NOUT, 9, K, IXZTHEII,KI,I=l,3J,K,(XTRANII,KJ, 
1 1=1,31 
4 FORMAT(6fl0.41 
READ INPUT TAPE NINP, 4, IPAR(JI, I=25, 301 
5 FORMAT(lHO 20H LATTICE CONSTANTS 3Fl0.4,3fl0.21 
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT, 5, (P~R(J), I=25,301 




READ INPUT TAPE NINP, 17, (PAR(J), J=3l,NP,..AXI 
18 FORMATI1HO 24H POTENTIAL PARAMETERS /1H (/lH 4FlC.511 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE NCUT, 18, (PAR(JI, J=3l,NPMAXI 
11 FORMATI3F10.8,9F4.0,6XI 
READ INPUT TAPE NINP, 11, IISTII,KJ,I=l,3J,((SSIN,J,KJ,J=l,3J, 
1 N=l,3J,K=l,NSI 
12 FORMAT(lHO 22H SYfoiMETRY INFORMATION/I~ /Ill" 3Fl2.8,9F8.111 
wRITE OUTPLT TAPE hOUT, 12, I(STII,KJ,J=1,31 9 I(SS(N,J,KJ,J=l,3J, 
1 N=l,3J,K=l,NSI 
13 FORMATI3F10.8,3I10,12XI 
READ INPUT TAPE NINP, 13, IIXC(J,KJ,I=l,31,JTHEIKJ,JPSIIKI, 
1 IPCTRIKI,K=l,NAl 
14 FORMAT(lHC 20H ATCMIC INFORfoiATICNl6X,71"1THEI113X,7HIPSI(J13X, 
1 8HIPOTRIII /llH 3Fl0.6,411CII 
wRITE CUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 14, IIXCIJ,KI,I=l,31,1THElKI,JPSJ(KJ, 
1 IPCTRIKJ,K,K=l,NAI 
15 FORMAT1211CI 
IF INPSII 42, 42, 43 
43 READ INPUT TAPE Nlf\P, 15, IIIPSVECII 0 JI 0 1=1,21,J=l,NPSII 
16 FORMATilHO 50H SUeROTATION INFORMATICN IPSVECil,JI 
1 3CH IPSVECI2,JI J 
2 /lH /Ill" 26X,Il0,125,Jl711 
~RITE CUTPLT TAPE f\CUT, 16, IIIPSVECII,JI,I=l,21,J,J=l,NPSII 
19 FORMATI36l21 
42 READ lf\PUT TAPE Nlf\P, lq, IIIPRETII,JI,J=l,NPRETI,I=l 9 NPRETI 
20 FOR,..ATI1h0 10H IPRET 36121 





READ I~PUT TAPE ~I~P, 21, IITCELIII,I=1,6l, RMAX, C~AX 
22 FOR~ATI1HC 1CH ITCEL 6I5 1 7H R~AX=F 6.2,7H DMAX=F 6.21 
ftRITE CUTPLT TAPE ~CUT, 22 1 IITCELIII 1 I=1 1 61, RMAX, DMAX 
READ INPUT TAPE NI~P, 31 1 1ISELIII, I:1,~PMAXI 
31 FORMATI72I11 
ftRITE CUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 31 1 IISEliii,I=1,NPM~XI 




END ACCNTA0015 iC.wllLIA~Si 
START ACCNTA0015 iD.WILLIAMSi 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN liST 
SUBROUTINE RIPSIIJJ,APSII 
SUBROUTINE RIPSIIJJ,APSII 
CIMENSION TITLEI151, PARI901, RMINPI3,3,2lt XZTHEI3,21, STC3,241, 
1 SSI3,3,241, XCI3 1 1COI 1 IPSII10CI 1 IPCTRilCCI, IPSVECI2,121, 
2 PARWI9CI 1 IPRETI8,81 1 ITCELI61 1 CMATI3,31, OINVI3,31, V1131, 
3 V2131, V3131 1 V4131, V5131 1 All3,3loA213,3loA313,31, XTRANI3o21, 
4 XMINI31 1 XMAXI31, ITWI31 1 STWEI3 1 2001, JTWEI200), ISELI90), 
5 XZPSII3 1 12l, XVI3l, YVI3l 1 PSI~CI3,3l, RTPSII3,3,12l, ITHEilOOI, 
6 JKTAAI4 1 1B00), OSTEI2,18CO), DERI90), PINC(9Q), RMINCI3,3,2l 
COMMON NINP, NCUT, TITLE, PAR, RMINP, XZTHEt NS, NAt NPSI, INCEL, 
1 NPOT, NPRET, DELTE, ST, SS, XC, IPSI, IPOTR, IPSVEC, PARR,IPRET, 
2 ITCEL, R~AX, OMAX 1 DMAT 1 OINV, V1 1 V2t V3, V4, V5t Alt A2, A3, 
3 XTRAN 1 XMIN, XMAX, I, J 1 K, lt M, No IS, IX, lA, IB, LTS, 
4 ITW 1 ISWIT, STWE 1 JTWE, LTSM, ITABW, LSS, Cl, C2, C3, DIST, 
5 EZERO, JSEL, NC, XZPSI 1 XV 1 YV, PSINC, RTPSI, ITHE 1 JKTAB, OSTE, 











r.o 2 K=l, 3 
2 XZPSIIK,JJI=XCIK,II 
K=IPSVECC2,JJl 
CALL VSIXCI1 1 Kl 1 XCil,II,Vll 
CALL NORMIV1,All1,111 
IF CABSFCV112li+ABSFIV113lll 3, 3 1 4 
3 CALL VXVIV1,YV,V2l 
GO TO 5 
4 CALL VXVIV1 1 XV 1 V21 
5 CALL NCRMIV2,A111,211 
CALL VXVIA11loll,A111,21 1 A111 1 3ll 
















CCMPILE RL~ FCRTRAN LIST 
SUBRCUTINE DJKll RGTATIC~ PAHA~ETER 
SUARCUTINf OJKLliiTABW,JKTAB,XC,PARw,SS,STkE,XZTHE,ITHE,IPRET, 
1 IPCTR, El 
CI~ENSION JKTABI4 0 18001, XCI3 0 10CI, PARki9CI, SSI3,3 0 241, 
1 STwEI3,2COI,XZT~EI3,21, ITHEilCOI, IPRETI8,81, IPOTRilCOI 
CI~ENSICN Rl3,~,21, Vll31, V2131, V3131 
E=C.O 
Rllo2oli=-PARWI31 




RI2,3 9 21=-PARWI71 
{)0 2 J=l, 2 
{)0 2 K=lt 3 
CO 1 I<I<=K, 3 
1 RIKK,K,JI=-RIK,KK,JI 
2 RIK,K,Jl=l.O 
CO 3 1=1, ITABW 











CALL VAIV3,XZT~EI1 0 18R8J 0 V21 





3 COIH I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
END ACCNTAOD15 iC.~ILliA~Si 
START ACCNTA0015 iD.WILLIAMSi 
COMPILE RUN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE DJKL2 TRANSLATICN PARA~ETER 
SUBROUTINE DJKL211TA8W,JKTAB,XC,PARW,SS,ST~E,ITHE,IPRET,IPCTR,EI 
OIME~SION JKTABI4,1BOOJ, XCI3tlCC), PAR~I901, SSI3,3o241, 
1 STWE13,2COI,IT~EI1001, IPRETI8,81, IPCTRI1COI 
DI~ENSICN Vll3l,V213l,V3131 
E=O.O 
CO 1 l=l,ITABW 
















CALL MAG(VI,V2, DISTl 





ENO ACCNTAOC15 iC.wiLLIA~Si PCGO 
START ACCNTA0015 @O.WILLIAMSi POGO 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST PCGC 
C SUBROUTINE OJKL3 SUBROTATICN PARA~ETER 
SUBROUTINE DJKL3CITABW,JKTAB,XC,PARW,SS,STwE,IPSI,RTPSI,XZPSI, 
1 IPRET,IPCTR,J,El 
CI~ENSION JKTAel4,18001, XCI3,10CJ, PARwi9CI, SSC3,3,24), 





CO 10 1=1, ITABW 






IF IIAP-JPSII 1, 2, 1 
l CO 3 N-= 1, 3 
3 VliNl=XCIN,IAI 
GO TO 4 
2 CALL VSIXCil,IAI,XZPSIIltiAPI,Vll 
CALL MVIRTPSIC1,1,1APJ,Vl,V2l 
CALL VAIV2,XZPSII1,1APJ,Vll 
4 IF IIBP-JPSil '5, t:, 5 
5 00 1 N-= 1, 3 
1 V21Nl=XCIN,IBI 
GO TO 8 
6 CALL VSIXCil,Iel,XZPSIIl,IBPI,V21 
CALL MVIRTPSIIl,1tiBPI,V2,V31 
CALL VAIV3,XZPSlll,IBPI,V21 








END ACCNTACC15 iD.wiLLIA~Si PCGC 
START ACCNTAOC15 @C.wiLLIA~Si PCGO 
COMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST PCG C 
C SUBROUTINE DJKL4 LATTICE PARAMETER 
SUBROUTINE DJKL411TABW,JKTAB,XC,PARw,SS,STwE,OINV,IPRET,IPCTR,EI 
CI~ENSICN JKTAel4,1800), XCI3,1COl, PARwl90), SSI3,3,241, 
1 STwE13,2COI,f.INVI3,3l, IPRETI8,81, IPCTRilCOI 







r:o l 1=1, ITAAI-
IA=JI<TAI'( l, I l 
IB=JKTACI.?,I l 
29 
LTS=JKTABI 3, I l 
LSS=JKTABI4,I l Page 29, lines 7, 8 and 9 should be: 
CALL MVIAl,XCil,IAl,Vll 
CALL IToi,... ,XEihii'Jl,vi' l 
CALL M111 5 Sil;l;l551;':! oV JI 
CALL \('15HEilitBI;u3,0ll 
CALL MAGIVl,V2oDISTI 
CALL MV(SS( 1, 1, LSS), XC( 1, IB), VZ) 
CALL VA(STWE( 1, LTS), V2, V3) 
CALL MV(Al, V3, V2) 





E~D ACCNTA0015 iO.~IlliA~Si 
START ACCNTAOC15 @Q.~ILLIAMS& 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE RCTCRIA 0 BI OBTAIN ORTHONOR~ALIZEO ROTATIO~ ~ATRIX 
SUBRCUTINE RGTCRIA,BI 







BC3 9 11=2.0•IXI•ZETA-ETA•THETAI 
Bl1t2l=2.0•IXI•ETA-ZETA•THETAI 







END ACCNTA0015 @C.~ILLIA~Si 
START ACCNTAOC15 iC.~ILLIA~Si 
COMPILE RUN FORTRAN LIST 
INVERT 3X3 MATRIX 
SUBROUTINE GINV31A,B 1 NGI 
- ci~ENSION A13,31, 8(3,31 
C=Ail,li•IAI2,21•AI3,3l-A12,31•AI3 1 211 
l -A11,21•1AI2 1 li•AI3t31-AI2,3l•AI3 1 11 I 
2 +AI1 1 31•1AI2 1 ll•AI3 1 2l-AI2,2l•AI3,11 I 
IF IABSFICl-lO.OE-251 2, 2, 1 
2 NG=l 
GO TO 99 
1 t=l.C/C 






















E~O ACCNTAOC15 @C.~ILLIA~S4 
START ACCNTAOC15 @C.~ILLIA~S4 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBRCUTINE ORMAT 
SUBROUTINE ORMATIALAT,D~ATI 



















END ACCNTA0015 .C.WILLIAMSi 
START ACCNTA0015 @C.WILLIAMSi 
COMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE ~M(A,B,CI 
SUBROUTINE ~M(A 0 B,CI 
CI~ENSION Al3,31, 813,31, Cl3,31 
co 1 1=1, 3 
00 1 J=1, 3 
CII,JI=O.O 




START ACCNTAOC15 @0.wllLIA~S4 
CCMPILE _ RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE MVIA,B,Cl 
SUBROUTINE MVIA,B,CI 
CI~ENSICN Al3,31, 813), Cl31 
co 1 1=1, 3 
CIIl=O.o 





















C SU8RCU1!~E VA(A,e,Cl 
SUI'RCUT!~E VAIA,P,Cl 
C1~E~SICN Al3l, 8131, Cl31 




C ( 1 l=A (!I +I' ( 11 
RETURN 
ENC 
E~O ACCNTAOC15 •c.wiLLIA~Si 
START ACCNTAOC15 @C.kiLLIAMSi 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE VSIA,B,CI 
SUBROUTINE VSIA,B,CI 
OI~ENSION A131, Bl31, Cl31 




END ACCNTA0015 @C.kiLLIAMSi 
START ACCNTA0015 @O.WILLIAMSi 
COMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBRCUTINE VXVIA, e, Cl 






END ACCNTACC15 iO.kiLLIAMSi 
START ACCNTA0015 iC.WILLIAMSi 
COMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE NOR~IA,BI 
SUBROUTINE NOR~IA,P.I 
DIMENSION Al31, 8(31 
C1=SCRTFIAili•AI1l+AI21•AI21+AI31•AI311 




END ACCNTA0015 @C.kiLLIAMSi 
START ACCNTA0015 @C.kiLLIAMSi 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUP.RCUTINE MAGIAtBtCISTI 
SUP.RCUTINF MAGIA 0 B,C1STI 
OI~ENSION Al31, 1'131 





































S UP.RCUTI~F fJKLI I,CIST,PAR~,JKTAB,IPRET,IP C T~,CI l 
CI~E~SIC~ PARW(9Cl, JKTA~(4,18CO), IPRETI B,el, IPCT~( l CC l 













END ACCNTAOC15 ~C.wiLLIAMSi 
START ACCNTAOC15 iC.kiLLIA~Si 
CCMPILE RLN FORTRAN LIST 
SUBROUTINE OUTPT 
INPUT IS CNE CCNTRCL CARD FORMATI2Fl0.2,10!5,12l 
COL. 1-10 CLIST - LIST DISTANCES T~IS ~UCH OR LESS T~AN DOJK 
COL. 11-20 BTEMP - TEMPERATLRE FACTCR FOR LSSF CARDS 
COL. 71-72 ICARD- =0 FOR NO CARDS CLTPLT 
=1 FOR RECYCLE CARDS 
=2 FOR BOTH REC~CLE CARCS AND LSSF CARDS 
SUBROUTINE OUTPT 
CI~ENSICN TITLEI15l, PARI90l, RMINP(3,3,2l, XZTHE(3,2l, STI3,24), 
1 SSI3,3,24l, Xtl3,100l, IPSII10Cl, IPCTRilCCl, IPSVECI2,12), 
2 PARkl90l, IPRETI8,8l, ITCELI6l, DMATI3,3), OINVI3,3l, V113l, 
3 V2(3), V313l, V4131, V5131t Al(3,3l,A213,3l,A3(3,31, XTRAN(3,21, 
4 X~INI3l, X~AXI31, 1Tk(3), STkE(3,20Cl, JTkEI200), ISELI90), 
5 XZPSII3,121, XVI31, YVI3l, PSINC(3,31, RTPSII3,3,121, IT~EilCOl, 
6 JKTAA14,18001, OSTEI2,18COI, OERI901, PINCI901, RMINCI3,3,21 
CO~~CN NINP, NCUT, TITLE, PAR, RMINP, XZTHE, NS, NA, NPSI, INCEL, 
1 NPOT, NPRET, OELTE, ST, SS, XC, IPS!, IPOTR, IPSVEC, PARk,IPRET, 
2 ITCEL, P~AX, D~AX, D~AT, DINV, Vl, V2, V3, V4, V5, A1, A2, A3, 
3 XTRAIIi, X~IN, X~AX, I, J, K, L, M, N, IS, IX, lA, IB, LTS, 
4 ITW, !SkiT, STkE, JTkE, LTSM, ITABw, LSS, Cl, C2, C3, DIST, 
5 EZERC, ISEL, NC, XZPSI, XV, YV, PSIIIiC, RTPSI, ITHE, JKTAB, CSTE, 
~ CER, PINC, GPAD2, SHIFT, KSTCP, lliG, NTHE, E, RMINC, NP~AX 
DI~ENSICIIi NF181, JFI81 
C CUTPUT STwE TABLE FOR REFERENCE 
71 FORMATI1HO 40H TRANSLATIONS LISTED IN STWE TABLE /lHO 
1 40H LTS X Y l llr 
2 /(1H I10,3F1C.2ll 
~RITE CUTPLT TAPE NOUT, 71, IJ,ISTkEII,JI,I=1,3l,J = 1,LTS~l 
1 FORMAT(lHC 12H DISTANCES F5.2,2~H OR ~C~E LESS THAN OOJK /1HG 
l 5CH lA IB LTS LSS CCJK CCJI< DELTA /lH l 
2 FOR~AT(lH 415,3Fl0.21 
3 FOR~ATIF10.2,Fl0.2,10I5,12l 
READ I~PUT TAPE ~INP, 3, DLIST, eTE~P, INFIII, JFIIl, 1=1, 51, 
1 ICARC 
~RITE CUTPLT T~PE ~CUT, l, CLIST 
CO 4 I =l, !TABk 
IA=JI<TIIIH1,11 
IB=JKTABI2,II 











IF ICOJK-CCJK-CLISTl 4,6,6 
6 CELTA=CCJK-DOJK 
~RITE GUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 2, IA, Ie, LTS, LSS, DOJK, DCJK, OELTA 
4 CO~TINUE 
11 FOR~ATI1HC 25H INITIAl ROTATICN ~ATRIX/1H l/1~ 3F10.Sll 
33 
12 FORMATilHO 11H XlTHEI1l=F6.7, 11H XlT~EI2l=F6.2, l1H XZTHEI~l= 
1 F6.2l 
CO 53 K=1, NT~E 
wRITE CUTP~T TAPE ~OUT, 11, IIRMINPII,J,Kl,J=l,3l,I=1,3l 
53 ~RITE GUTP~T TAPE ~GUT, 12, IXZT~EII,Kl,I=1,3l 
13 FORMATI1HC 20H LATTICE CONSTA~TS 3F10.4,3F1C.2l 
co 14 I=2B, 30 
14 PARIIl=PARIIl•57.29578 
kRITE CUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 13, IPARIIJ,I=25,3Cl 
18 FORMATI1HC 25H POTENTIAL PARA~ETERS /lH I/1H 4F10.5ll 
~RITE OUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 18, IPARIIJ,I=31, ~P~AXl 
IF IICARDl 61, 61, 62 
32 FORMATI14A5,A2l . 
62 PUNCH 32,1TITLEIIJ,I=l,l5l 
31 FORMATI~F1C.4,3F10.2l 




PU~CH 33, IIXCIJ,II,J=l,3l,ITHEIII,IPSIIII,IPOTRIII,I,I=1,~AI 
61 CONTINUE 
C LIST OF CCCROI~ATES FOR THE ATCMS, HYBL LSSF FCRMAT 
( 
21 FORMATI1HO SOH ATCM CARTESIA~ CELL 
1 /1H SOH lA X Y l X 
2 15H Y l /1H I 
22 FORMATI1H I5,3F1C.2,3F10.51 
~RITE OUTPLT TAPE ~OUT, 21 
CO 23 IA=1, NA 
CALL MVIDINV,XCI1,IAI,V11 
kRITE OUTPLT TAPE NO~T, 22, IA, IXCIJ,IAI,I=l,31, IV11Il,I=l,31 
24 FORMATI2H10~F1C.5,F10.5,7X,3Hl.O 7X,4~1.013X,1X,I51 
IF IICARD-21 23, 63, 23 




END ACCNTAOC15 ~C.kiLLIA~Si 
START ACCNTAOC15 2C.kiLLIA~S4 
CCMPILE RLN FO~TRAN LIST 





E~C ACCNTAOC15 ~C.kllLIA~Sa 
PCGC 
PCGC 
PCGO 
PCGC 
